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ENGAGE

Engage students in an inclusive and supportive learning community.

1.1 Establish respectful
and productive
relationships with
students and families.
• Demonstrates interest,
value, and respect for
students’ home cultures
and communities.
• Demonstrates positive
rapport with students
and facilitates positive
rapport between
students (e.g. empathy,
patience, caring).
• Communicates belief
in capacity of all
learners to achieve at
high levels (e.g. college
and career readiness,
high expectations).
• Communicates with
parents/families to
gather information on
student needs, provide
support, and share data
about student progress.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Dismisses students’Dismisses students’

culture andculture and

community throughcommunity through

deficit language ordeficit language or

lack oflack of

acknowledgement.acknowledgement.

DemonstratesDemonstrates

apathetic or negativeapathetic or negative

interactions withinteractions with

students and/orstudents and/or

families.families.

Interactions amongInteractions among

peers reflectpeers reflect

bullying, disrespect,bullying, disrespect,

and/or bias.and/or bias.

CommunicatesCommunicates

negative beliefs ofnegative beliefs of

students’ ability tostudents’ ability to

learn.learn.

Models poorModels poor

communicationcommunication

skills.skills.

Developing (2)Developing (2)

DemonstratesDemonstrates

respect inrespect in

interactions withinteractions with

students.students.

Engages inEngages in

interactions withinteractions with

students that arestudents that are

formal and/orformal and/or

distant.distant.

CommunicatesCommunicates

belief in the capacitybelief in the capacity

of all students toof all students to

learn.learn.

Models effectiveModels effective

skills in listening,skills in listening,

clarifying, andclarifying, and

mediating.mediating.

Poses questions toPoses questions to

students andstudents and

parents/ familiesparents/ families

about students’about students’

interests and needsinterests and needs

Proficient (3)

Demonstrates

interest, value,

and respect for

students’ home

cultures and

communities.

Communicates

belief in capacity

of all learners to

achieve at high

levels (e.g.

college and

career readiness,

high

expectations).

Communicates

with

parents/families

to gather

information on

student needs,

provide support,

and share data

about student

progress.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Solicits informationSolicits information

about student andabout student and

family interests andfamily interests and

values and providesvalues and provides

positivepositive

reinforcement aboutreinforcement about

importance of suchimportance of such

interests.interests.

Collaborates withCollaborates with

students to setstudents to set

classroom norms thatclassroom norms that

facilitate positivefacilitate positive

rapport betweenrapport between

peers and betweenpeers and between

the teacher andthe teacher and

students.students.

Engages students inEngages students in

articulating their ownarticulating their own

beliefs in theirbeliefs in their

capacity to achievecapacity to achieve

at high levels.at high levels.

Holds self andHolds self and

students accountablestudents accountable

for the use of activefor the use of active

listening, clarifying,listening, clarifying,

mediating, andmediating, and

advocating for selfadvocating for self

and others.and others.

Engages studentsEngages students

and parents/familiesand parents/families

in identifying school,in identifying school,

home, andhome, and

community resourcescommunity resources

that may supportthat may support

student learning.student learning.

-T has clear
connection
and respect
with students
-Teacher has
expectations
of students to
complete all
assigned
lessons
-Believes in
students
ability to
complete all
work
assigned

Evidence/Comm



1.2
Use equitable
classroom
management
strategies.
• Implements a
developmentally
appropriate, predictable,
and proactive behavior
management system
that promotes student
accountability (e.g.,
precise directions,
positive narration,
rewards/consequences).
• Ensures students
follow behavior norms
by promptly redirecting
inappropriate behaviors
and enforcing
consequences.
• Uses predictable
transition strategies
effectively to maximize
time on task.
• Uses an efficient
process to ensure
students have
appropriate materials for
learning.
• Incorporates student
voice and choice in
developing classroom
community.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

ImplementsImplements

behaviorbehavior

managementmanagement

strategiesstrategies

inconsistently.inconsistently.

Uses negativeUses negative

and/or punitiveand/or punitive

classroomclassroom

managementmanagement

strategies.strategies.

AllowsAllows

inappropriateinappropriate

student behavior.student behavior.

Uses inefficientUses inefficient

transitions that resulttransitions that result

in loss ofin loss of

instructional time.instructional time.

Materials forMaterials for

learning are notlearning are not

available or easilyavailable or easily

accessible.accessible.

Developing (2)Developing (2)

Implements aImplements a

behaviorbehavior

managementmanagement

system that issystem that is

inconsistentinconsistent

and/or lacksand/or lacks

accountability.accountability.

Uses classroomUses classroom

managementmanagement

strategies that arestrategies that are

developmentallydevelopmentally

appropriate.appropriate.

AddressesAddresses

inappropriateinappropriate

student behavior,student behavior,

but does notbut does not

provide aprovide a

consequence.consequence.

ImplementsImplements

inconsistentinconsistent

transition strategiestransition strategies

that result inthat result in

diminisheddiminished

instructional time.instructional time.

Uses inefficientUses inefficient

and/or disorganizedand/or disorganized

process to ensureprocess to ensure

students havestudents have

appropriate materialsappropriate materials

for learning.for learning.

Uses teacher-Uses teacher-

centeredcentered

approaches inapproaches in

developingdeveloping

classroomclassroom

community.community.

Proficient (3)

Implements a

developmentally

appropriate, predictable

and proactive behavior

management system

that promotes student

accountability (e.g.,

precise directions,

positive narration,

rewards/consequences

Ensures students

follow behavior

norms by promptly

redirecting

inappropriate

behaviors and

enforcing

consequences.

Uses predictable

transition

strategies

effectively to

maximize time on

task.

Uses an efficient

process to ensure

students have

appropriate

materials for

learning.

Incorporates

student voice and

choice

in developing

classroom

community.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Engages students inEngages students in

developing adeveloping a

predictable andpredictable and

proactive behaviorproactive behavior

management systemmanagement system

that promotes studentthat promotes student

empowerment andempowerment and

accountability to selfaccountability to self

and peers.and peers.

Uses creativeUses creative

transition strategiestransition strategies

that promote studentthat promote student

efficacy, reinforceefficacy, reinforce

content learning, andcontent learning, and

maximizes time onmaximizes time on

task.task.

Maximizes aMaximizes a

community-basedcommunity-based

learning environmentlearning environment

that promotes safety,that promotes safety,

access, andaccess, and

opportunities foropportunities for

individual andindividual and

collective learning.collective learning.

ProvidesProvides

opportunities foropportunities for

students to developstudents to develop

and monitorand monitor

classroom norms.classroom norms.

Engages students inEngages students in

analyzing their ownanalyzing their own

behavior and settingbehavior and setting

short and long termsshort and long terms

behavioral goals.behavioral goals.

-Students for
the most part
are on task
and work
toward class
goals with
little
prompting
and support
-T has built a
culture of
respect and
understanding
amongst
students
-S listens to
teacher and
engage in
activities
assigned by
teacher

Evidence/Comm



1.3
Actively engage
students in
learning.
• Uses a variety of
active engagement
strategies (e.g.,
interactive technology,
manipulatives, realia,
total participation
techniques) to ensure all
students participate.
• Provides learning
experiences that target
multiple learning styles,
including auditory,
visual, kinesthetic,
tactile, and
social/interpersonal.
• Provides opportunities
for students to
experience joyful
learning that includes
discovery, application,
and/or collaboration.

TEACH

Teach equitably by establishing high expectations for student achievement and providing support.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Gives fewGives few

opportunities foropportunities for

active engagementactive engagement

and studentsand students

demonstrate limiteddemonstrate limited

participation.participation.

Incorporates learningIncorporates learning

experiences that areexperiences that are

dominated by onedominated by one

teaching or learningteaching or learning

style.style.

Provides learningProvides learning

experiences that areexperiences that are

focused on rotefocused on rote

learning.learning.

Developing (2)

Relies on a limited

number of

engagement

strategies, often

resulting in lack of

student participation.

Provides learning

experiences that

target one or two

learning styles.

Provides

opportunities for

students to

collaborate with

one another.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Uses a variety ofUses a variety of

activeactive

engagementengagement

strategies (e.g.,strategies (e.g.,

interactiveinteractive

technology,technology,

manipulatives,manipulatives,

realia, totalrealia, total

participationparticipation

techniques) totechniques) to

ensure equitableensure equitable

studentstudent

participation.participation.

Provides learningProvides learning

experiences thatexperiences that

target multipletarget multiple

learning styles,learning styles,

including auditory,including auditory,

visual, kinesthetic,visual, kinesthetic,

tactile, andtactile, and

social/interpersonal.social/interpersonal.

ProvidesProvides

opportunities foropportunities for

students tostudents to

experience joyfulexperience joyful

learning that includeslearning that includes

discovery,discovery,

application, and/orapplication, and/or

collaboration.collaboration.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Varies role inVaries role in

instructional process,instructional process,

assuming role ofassuming role of

instructor, facilitator,instructor, facilitator,

and learner.and learner.

ConsistentlyConsistently

incorporates multipleincorporates multiple

learning styles inlearning styles in

learning experienceslearning experiences

and demonstratesand demonstrates

metacognition aboutmetacognition about

the importance ofthe importance of

incorporating multipleincorporating multiple

learning styles.learning styles.

Creates anCreates an

environment that isenvironment that is

filled with joyfulfilled with joyful

learning includinglearning including

high-level thinking,high-level thinking,

active participation,active participation,

application, creativity,application, creativity,

and project-basedand project-based

learning.learning.

Evidence/Comm



3.1
Set context for
lesson.
• Posts,
previews, and
reviews clear,
rigorous,
measureable
content and
language
objectives
(CLOs).
• Provides
rationale that
connects content
to students’
background
experiences,
prior knowledge,
skills, and/or
interests.
• Promotes real-
world application
that facilitates
college and
career
readiness.
• Clearly defines
performance
expectations
orally and in
writing using
student-friendly
language.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Delivers lessonDelivers lesson

without posting,without posting,

previewing, orpreviewing, or

reviewing contentreviewing content

and languageand language

objectives (CLOs).objectives (CLOs).

Begins lessonBegins lesson

without providing awithout providing a

rationale for lesson.rationale for lesson.

Lesson isLesson is

disconnected fromdisconnected from

real-worldreal-world

application, focusingapplication, focusing

on rote skills.on rote skills.

Lacks clarity whenLacks clarity when

communicatingcommunicating

performanceperformance

expectations.expectations.

Developing (2)

Posts content

objective only,

and/or

does not share

objective with

students during

the lesson.

Shares rationale

for lesson that is

focused on

content

knowledge and

skills rather than

big ideas relevant

to students’ lives.

Focuses lesson

on content that is

missing

connections to

real-world

application,

including college

and career

readiness.

Communicates

performance

expectations orally,

although

expectations are not

clearly defined

and/or explained in

student-friendly

language.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Posts, previews, andPosts, previews, and

reviews clear,reviews clear,

rigorous,rigorous,

measureable contentmeasureable content

and languageand language

objectives (CLOs).objectives (CLOs).

Provides rationaleProvides rationale

that connectsthat connects

content to students’content to students’

backgroundbackground

experiences, priorexperiences, prior

content knowledge,content knowledge,

skills, and/orskills, and/or

interests.interests.

Promotes real-Promotes real-

world applicationworld application

thatthat

facilitates collegefacilitates college

and careerand career

readiness.readiness.

Clearly definesClearly defines

performanceperformance

expectationsexpectations

orally and inorally and in

writingwriting

using student-using student-

friendly language.friendly language.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Engages students inEngages students in

previewing andpreviewing and

reviewing standardsreviewing standards

and content andand content and

language objectiveslanguage objectives

(CLOs).(CLOs).

Facilitates studentFacilitates student

development ofdevelopment of

the rationale forthe rationale for

lesson related to biglesson related to big

ideas and essentialideas and essential

questions.questions.

Engages studentsEngages students

in making real-in making real-

world connectionsworld connections

to the contentto the content

through their ownthrough their own

lenses, andlenses, and

emphasizesemphasizes

college and careercollege and career

readiness.readiness.

Clearly definesClearly defines

performanceperformance

expectations andexpectations and

encouragesencourages

students to providestudents to provide

input intoinput into

performanceperformance

expectations.expectations.

SWBAT: Identify the
basic features of
rhetoric and apply
them to examples 

Do Now: Get out
your notebook and
finish the notes you
started last class-
10 minutes
(Make sure you've
turned in your final
profile essay and
rough draft)

Q: What data could
you collect from this
do now to inform
your instruction or
class pacing?

Evidence/Comments



3.2
Facilitate clear
and rigorous
learning
experiences.
• Provides clear,
concise, and
comprehensive
explanations
and
representations
of content.
• Uses gradual
release lesson
cadence (I do,
we do, you do)
to scaffold
students’
independent
application of
learning.
• Aligns learning
experiences to
objectives.
• Adequately
paces learning
experiences by
attending to
student learning
cues.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

ExplainsExplains

representations ofrepresentations of

content incorrectly orcontent incorrectly or

with lack of clarity.with lack of clarity.

Incorporates oneIncorporates one

element of gradualelement of gradual

release cadence (Irelease cadence (I

do, we do, you do).do, we do, you do).

Lesson componentsLesson components

are disconnectedare disconnected

from lessonfrom lesson

objectives.objectives.

Paces lessonPaces lesson

inadequately,inadequately,

resulting in lowresulting in low

student engagementstudent engagement

and/or misbehaviorand/or misbehavior

Developing (2)

Explains and

represents

content in a

manner that is

unclear and

redundant

Uses elements of

gradual release

cadence (I do, we

do, you do),

however some

elements require

additional depth

and time.

Lesson

components are

loosely connected

to lesson

objectives.

Paces the lesson

inconsistently causing

fluctuations in student

progress due to need

for additional

modeling or practice,

or accelerated

learning.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Provides clear,Provides clear,

concise, andconcise, and

comprehensivecomprehensive

explanations andexplanations and

representations ofrepresentations of

content.content.

Uses gradual releaseUses gradual release

lesson cadence (I do,lesson cadence (I do,

we do, you do) towe do, you do) to

scaffold students’scaffold students’

independentindependent

application ofapplication of

learning.learning.

Aligns learningAligns learning

experiences toexperiences to

objectives.objectives.

Adequately pacesAdequately paces

learninglearning

experiences byexperiences by

attending toattending to

student learningstudent learning

cues.cues.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Provides variousProvides various

explanations andexplanations and

representations ofrepresentations of

content throughcontent through

multiple modalities inmultiple modalities in

order to increaseorder to increase

comprehension ofcomprehension of

content.content.

Uses gradual releaseUses gradual release

cadence to challengecadence to challenge

students to reachstudents to reach

next level ofnext level of

languagelanguage

development anddevelopment and

content mastery.content mastery.

Acts as facilitator toActs as facilitator to

anchor learning toanchor learning to

lesson componentslesson components

and objectives asand objectives as

students guide thestudents guide the

lesson progression.lesson progression.

Makes modificationsMakes modifications

to pacing of learningto pacing of learning

experiences based onexperiences based on

evidence of studentevidence of student

learning andlearning and

demonstratesdemonstrates

metacognition inmetacognition in

explainingexplaining

adjustments toadjustments to

students.students.

-T walks around the
room and supports
students in reaching
goal of the do now

-the "bloom verb"
from your do now is
identify, which is a
level one question,
how could you ramp
us this question a
bit to challenge
students a bit
more?
-T provides targeted
support of student
completing their
notes and complete
assigned task

Evidence/Comments



3.3 Promote
rigorous
academic talk.
[not included in
grade]
• Promotes high-
level thinking by
holding students
accountable for
using precise
language,
making accurate
claims, and
articulating
sound
reasoning.
• Facilitates
academic
conversations by
posing high-level
questions and
asking students
to explain their
thinking (e.g.,
elaborate, clarify,
provide
examples, build
on or challenge
ideas,
paraphrase,
synthesize).
• Encourages
students to
contribute their
own perspective,
use multiple
perspectives,
and ask probing
questions.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

DominatesDominates

discussions withdiscussions with

studentsstudents

with little or nowith little or no

participation fromparticipation from

students.students.

Poses closed-endedPoses closed-ended

questions toquestions to

students or posesstudents or poses

high-level questionshigh-level questions

and answers ownand answers own

questions.questions.

Provides ownProvides own

perspective andperspective and

neglectsneglects

to engage studentsto engage students

in the discussion.in the discussion.

Developing (2)

Uses discussion

strategies to

engage students

in talk related to

content learning.

Facilitates

academic

conversations by

posing high-level

questions,

however does not

probe student

responses.

Encourages students

to contribute their

own perspectives to

discussions related

to learning goals.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Promotes high-levelPromotes high-level

thinking bythinking by

holding studentsholding students

accountable foraccountable for

usingusing

precise language,precise language,

making accuratemaking accurate

claims, andclaims, and

articulating soundarticulating sound

reasoning.reasoning.

FacilitatesFacilitates

academicacademic

conversations byconversations by

posing high-levelposing high-level

questions andquestions and

askingasking

students to explainstudents to explain

their thinking (e.g.,their thinking (e.g.,

elaborate, clarify,elaborate, clarify,

provide examples,provide examples,

build on orbuild on or

challenge ideas,challenge ideas,

paraphrase,paraphrase,

synthesize).synthesize).

EncouragesEncourages

students tostudents to

contributecontribute

their owntheir own

perspective, useperspective, use

multiplemultiple

perspectives, andperspectives, and

ask probingask probing

questions.questions.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Uses discussionUses discussion

strategies tostrategies to

promotepromote

high-level thinking,high-level thinking,

includingincluding

accountable talk,accountable talk,

academicacademic

conversations, andconversations, and

metacognitivemetacognitive

strategies.strategies.

Facilitates academicFacilitates academic

conversations byconversations by

using instructionalusing instructional

strategies thatstrategies that

engage students inengage students in

asking their peersasking their peers

high-level questionshigh-level questions

and probing theirand probing their

responses.responses.

EncouragesEncourages

students to takestudents to take

academicacademic

risks by offeringrisks by offering

novel and criticalnovel and critical

ideas, building onideas, building on

and extendingand extending

peers’peers’

ideas, andideas, and

challenging peerschallenging peers

toto

demonstrate high-demonstrate high-

level thinking.level thinking.

-T is pushing
students to use the
language outline in
the do now
(rhetoric) to help
explain what is
expected of them
and how they will
be able to
demonstrate
knowledge
-12 of 14 students
actively working
towards the goal of
the do now
-S take notes on the
SOAPS
-S participate in
kahoot that
students and see if
they are able to
answer questions
about the
information from
their notes. 
-How could you use
the information from
the kahoot to inform
your instruction

Evidence/Comments



3.4 Make
content and
language
comprehensible
for all learners.
[not included in
grade]
• Makes
strategic use of
students’ first
language and/or
uses materials in
students’ home
language to
increase
comprehension
of language and
content.
• Incorporates a
variety of
manipulatives
and realia that
support content
learning,
language
development,
and multiple
learning styles.
• Makes content
comprehensible
by incorporating
visual
representations,
explicit
vocabulary
support, graphic
organizers, total
physical
response, and
modeling.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Makes negativeMakes negative

comments orcomments or

prohibits students’prohibits students’

use of nativeuse of native

language inlanguage in

understandingunderstanding

academicacademic

content andcontent and

language.language.

Uses few materials,Uses few materials,

resources, andresources, and

tools to supporttools to support

languagelanguage

development.development.

Gears contentGears content

learning to nativelearning to native

speakers with nospeakers with no

modifications formodifications for

students needingstudents needing

scaffolding forscaffolding for

languagelanguage

development.development.

Developing (2)Developing (2)

Allows studentsAllows students

to use their nativeto use their native

language tolanguage to

understandunderstand

content.content.

Uses materials,Uses materials,

resources, andresources, and

toolstools

that supportthat support

students’ languagestudents’ language

developmentdevelopment

across proficiencyacross proficiency

levels.levels.

Makes contentMakes content

comprehensiblecomprehensible

through visualthrough visual

representations andrepresentations and

modeling.modeling.

Proficient (3)

Makes strategic use

of students’ first

language and/or

uses materials in

students’ home

language to increase

comprehension of

language and

content.

Incorporates a

variety of

manipulatives and

realia that support

content learning,

language

development, and

multiple learning

styles.

Makes content

comprehensible

by

incorporating

visual

representations,

explicit

vocabulary

support, graphic

organizers, total

physical

response, and

modeling.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Uses a variety ofUses a variety of

methods to integratemethods to integrate

and build onand build on

students’ firststudents’ first

language tolanguage to

increase languageincrease language

proficiency andproficiency and

content knowledge.content knowledge.

Uses interactiveUses interactive

and engagingand engaging

materials,materials,

resources, andresources, and

technology totechnology to

support contentsupport content

learning, languagelearning, language

development, anddevelopment, and

multiple learningmultiple learning

styles.styles.

Makes contentMakes content

comprehensiblecomprehensible

through the strategicthrough the strategic

use of sheltereduse of sheltered

instructioninstruction

strategies.strategies.

-Student are
following along T for
taking notes on
Ethos/Logos/Pathos
-S have the option
to take physical
notes or take notes
on their
chromebooks 
-T has students
read out the
definitions of the
various vocab
words then provide
explanation 
-T provides multiple
examples and
explanation for the
vocab, and
connects to the next
activity in the class
-How could you do
some check for
understanding
before moving on
past your notes
slide?
-S will participate in
Kahoot as a check
for understanding of
the information they
took notes on. 

Evidence/Comments



3.5 Use formal
and informal
assessment data
to monitor
student progress
toward learning
targets.

• Collects data
on individual
student progress
toward meeting
learning
objectives and
analyzes data to
adjust instruction
for individuals
and subgroups.
• Engages
students in
continually
assessing their
own progress
toward lesson
objectives.
• Provides
students with
frequent, timely,
specific, and
individualized
feedback.
• Consistently
checks for
understanding
and adjusts
instruction
according to
evidence of
student learning.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

 Focuses on lesson Focuses on lesson

components rathercomponents rather

than measuring orthan measuring or

recording progressrecording progress

toward lessontoward lesson

objectiveobjective

Provides superficialProvides superficial

feedback tofeedback to

students aboutstudents about

progress, errors, orprogress, errors, or

misconceptions.misconceptions.

Uses few checks forUses few checks for

studentstudent

understanding and isunderstanding and is

therefore unable totherefore unable to

adjust instructionadjust instruction

accordingly.accordingly.

Developing (2)

Collects and

records general

information about

class and student

progress toward

lesson objectives.

Continuously

assesses students’

progress toward

lesson objectives.

Provides feedback

about collective

progress, though

feedback may be

general and/or

infrequent.

Monitors student

progress by

checking for

understanding,

though

checks may be

infrequent and/or

vague.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Collects data onCollects data on

individual studentindividual student

progress towardprogress toward

meeting learningmeeting learning

objectives andobjectives and

analyzes data toanalyzes data to

adjustadjust

instruction forinstruction for

individuals andindividuals and

subgroups.subgroups.

Engages studentsEngages students

in continuallyin continually

assessing theirassessing their

own progressown progress

toward lessontoward lesson

objectives.objectives.

Provides studentsProvides students

with frequent,with frequent,

timely, specific,timely, specific,

and individualizedand individualized

feedback.feedback.

Consistently checksConsistently checks

for understandingfor understanding

and adjustsand adjusts

instructioninstruction

according toaccording to

evidence of studentevidence of student

learning.learning.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Engages students inEngages students in

goal-setting andgoal-setting and

continualcontinual

assessment ofassessment of

progress towardprogress toward

lesson objectives.lesson objectives.

ContinuouslyContinuously

checks forchecks for

understanding andunderstanding and

providesprovides

opportunities foropportunities for

students tostudents to

provide one anotherprovide one another

with formativewith formative

feedback.feedback.

Uses a predictableUses a predictable

system to collectsystem to collect

qualitative and/orqualitative and/or

quantitativequantitative

evidence of studentevidence of student

understandingunderstanding

and adjustsand adjusts

instruction to meetinstruction to meet

individual studentindividual student

needs.needs.

-What data would
you say you
collected during this
lesson?
-What data could
you have collected
during this lesson
(formal and
informal)? 
-How could that
data inform you
next instructional
moves?

-How could this
kahoot outcomes
help you to ensure
students are picking
up what you're
putting down?

-Will the results of
the kahoot provide
you with information
for you to re-teach
information
students could not
demonstrate their
knowledge of?

-Kahoot provides
students with an
opportunity to self-
assess

Evidence/Comments



3.6 Differentiate
instruction to
challenge
students and
meet diverse
student needs.
[not included in
grade]
• Uses
assessment data
to differentiate
instruction
according to
students’ levels
of language and
academic
proficiency,
learning styles,
or interests.
• Implements
flexible grouping
strategies to
meet
instructional
learning
objectives and
diverse student
needs.
• Presents
options for
differentiated
content,
process, or
products that
allow students to
engage in self-
directed
learning.
• Collaborates
with support
specialists to
develop and
apply specific
accommodations
for individual
students based
on language
needs, IEPs,
and other legal
requirements.

LEAD

Lead by exemplifying standards of professional practice.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Lessons areLessons are

standardized for allstandardized for all

students and do notstudents and do not

differentiatedifferentiate

according studentaccording student

needs, nor do theyneeds, nor do they

allow forallow for

differentiation ofdifferentiation of

content, process, orcontent, process, or

product.product.

Does not provideDoes not provide

interventions,interventions,

accommodations, oraccommodations, or

modificationsmodifications

according to IEPsaccording to IEPs

and other legaland other legal

documents.documents.

Does notDoes not

acknowledgeacknowledge

supportsupport

specialists, or doesspecialists, or does

not incorporate theirnot incorporate their

recommendations.recommendations.

Developing (2)

Uses assessment

data to

differentiate

instruction for

individual student

needs.

Groups students

according to

perceived ability

levels rather than

student work or

assessment data

(e.g., low, middle,

high).

Presents the

same option for

all

students in

relation to

content,

process, or

product.

Makes extensions

and

accommodations

available to

students, but may

not target specific

student needs.

Proficient (3)Proficient (3)

Uses assessmentUses assessment

data to differentiatedata to differentiate

instructioninstruction

according toaccording to

students’students’

levels of languagelevels of language

and academicand academic

proficiency, learningproficiency, learning

styles, orstyles, or

interests.interests.

Implements flexibleImplements flexible

groupinggrouping

strategies to meetstrategies to meet

instructionalinstructional

learning objectiveslearning objectives

and diverseand diverse

student needs.student needs.

Presents optionsPresents options

for differentiatedfor differentiated

content, process,content, process,

or products thator products that

allow students toallow students to

engage in self-engage in self-

directed learning.directed learning.

Collaborates withCollaborates with

support specialistssupport specialists

to develop andto develop and

apply specificapply specific

accommodationsaccommodations

for individualfor individual

students based onstudents based on

language needs,language needs,

IEPs, and otherIEPs, and other

legal requirements.legal requirements.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Uses assessmentUses assessment

data todata to

differentiatedifferentiate

instructioninstruction

accordingaccording

to individualto individual

student needs andstudent needs and

subgroup needs tosubgroup needs to

accelerateaccelerate

student learning.student learning.

Implements flexibleImplements flexible

grouping usinggrouping using

evidence of studentevidence of student

learning to meetlearning to meet

individual studentindividual student

and subgroupand subgroup

needs.needs.

Provides studentsProvides students

choice ofchoice of

differentiateddifferentiated

content, process,content, process,

oror

products based onproducts based on

interests andinterests and

academicacademic

readiness.readiness.

Collaborates withCollaborates with

supportsupport

specialists tospecialists to

design lessondesign lesson

experiences andexperiences and

accommodationsaccommodations

that meet individualthat meet individual

studentstudent

learning needs.learning needs.

-How would you say
the lesson today
was differentiated
for the students
-students have the
opportunity to watch
their commercials
on their laptops and
self-pace their
work. 
-What sorts of
differentiation would
be the most
beneficial to this
period of students  

Evidence/Comments



4.1 Meet
professional
standards of
practice.
• Adheres to
ethical and
legal
responsibilities
for students’
learning,
behavior,
safety, and
confidentiality
as specified in
local, state,
and federal
statutes.
• Maintains
professional
demeanor
(e.g., business-
like
appearance,
positive
relationships &
collaboration,
appropriate
boundaries) in
accordance
with school,
district, and/or
university
policy.
• Uses
standard
language in
written, verbal,
nonverbal,
and/or
electronic
communication.

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Violates ethical andViolates ethical and

legallegal

responsibilities forresponsibilities for

students’ learning,students’ learning,

behavior, safety,behavior, safety,

and/orand/or

confidentialityconfidentiality

as specified inas specified in

local, state, andlocal, state, and

federal statutes.federal statutes.

ExhibitsExhibits

professionalprofessional

demeanor thatdemeanor that

violates school,violates school,

district, and/ordistrict, and/or

university policy.university policy.

Demonstrates aDemonstrates a

pattern of repeatedpattern of repeated

errors of standarderrors of standard

language in written,language in written,

verbal, nonverbal,verbal, nonverbal,

and/or electronicand/or electronic

communication.communication.

Developing (2)Developing (2)

Adheres to ethicalAdheres to ethical

andand

legalresponsibilitieslegalresponsibilities

for students’for students’

learning,behavior,learning,behavior,

safety, andsafety, and

confidentiality asconfidentiality as

specified in local,specified in local,

state, and federalstate, and federal

statutes.statutes.

Exhibits poorExhibits poor

judgment injudgment in

followingfollowing

professionalprofessional

demeanor indemeanor in

accordanceaccordance

with school,with school,

district, and/ordistrict, and/or

university policy.university policy.

Demonstrates fewDemonstrates few

errors of standarderrors of standard

language inlanguage in

written, verbal,written, verbal,

nonverbal, and/ornonverbal, and/or

electronicelectronic

communication.communication.

Proficient (3)

Adheres to

ethical and legal

responsibilities

for students’

learning,

behavior, safety,

and

confidentiality as

specified in local,

state, and federal

statutes.

Maintains

professional

demeanor

(e.g., business-

like appearance,

positive

relationships &

collaboration,

appropriate

boundaries) in

accordance with

school, district,

and/or university

policy.

Uses standard

language in

written,

verbal,

nonverbal, and/or

electronic

communication.

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Adheres to ethicalAdheres to ethical

and legaland legal

responsibilities forresponsibilities for

students’ learning,students’ learning,

behavior, safety,behavior, safety,

and confidentiality;and confidentiality;

follows proceduresfollows procedures

as specified inas specified in

local, state, andlocal, state, and

federal statutes;federal statutes;

andand

shares knowledgeshares knowledge

with colleagues towith colleagues to

support safesupport safe

school-wideschool-wide

learninglearning

community.community.

MaintainsMaintains

professionalprofessional

demeanor indemeanor in

all interactions thatall interactions that

facilitatesfacilitates

personalpersonal

connections, andconnections, and

appearanceappearance

follows norms forfollows norms for

business attire.business attire.

Uses standardUses standard

language in written,language in written,

verbal, nonverbal,verbal, nonverbal,

and/or electronicand/or electronic

communication withcommunication with

colleagues,colleagues,

members of themembers of the

school community,school community,

students, andstudents, and

families andfamilies and

supports colleaguessupports colleagues

in doing the same.in doing the same.

Evidence/Comments



4.2
Demonstrate
professional
growth and
commitment.
• Demonstrates
openness and
flexibility by
taking a
learner-stance
in interactions
with peers,
faculty,
students,
families, and
colleagues.
• Analyzes
practice for
continuous
improvement
by using
feedback and
data to set
clear and
measurable
goals to
improve
instruction and
promote
student
learning.
• Participates in
school, district,
and community
initiatives (e.g.,
professional
development
opportunities,
school events,
community-
based
activities).

Summary

Focus on student achievement: What learning objective(s) did you target? Did students master them? How do you know?

Objective

Student progress toward
objective

Strengths: What are your areas of strength?

Unsatisfactory (1)Unsatisfactory (1)

Displays closed-Displays closed-

minded and self-minded and self-

centeredcentered

perspectives andperspectives and

dismissesdismisses

the contributionsthe contributions

and strengths ofand strengths of

others.others.

Sets abstract,Sets abstract,

complex, andcomplex, and

unrealisticunrealistic

goals that are notgoals that are not

based on feedbackbased on feedback

or data.or data.

DemonstratesDemonstrates

unreliableunreliable

participation inparticipation in

school initiatives.school initiatives.

Developing (2)Developing (2)

Indicates opennessIndicates openness

to learning fromto learning from

others, however, atothers, however, at

times is perceivedtimes is perceived

as being resistant toas being resistant to

feedback.feedback.

Sets goals that areSets goals that are

based on feedbackbased on feedback

and data, but areand data, but are

unrealistic or notunrealistic or not

actionable.actionable.

Participates inParticipates in

school initiatives.school initiatives.

Proficient (3)

Demonstrates

openness and

flexibility

by taking a

learner-stance in

interactions with

peers, faculty,

students,

families, and

colleagues.

Analyzes

practice for

continuous

improvement by

using feedback

and

data to set clear

and measurable

goals to improve

instruction and

student learning.

Participates in

school, district,

and

community

initiatives (e.g.,

professional

development

opportunities,

school events,

community-

based activities).

Advanced (4)Advanced (4)

Actively solicitsActively solicits

feedback fromfeedback from

peers,peers,

faculty, students,faculty, students,

families, andfamilies, and

colleagues tocolleagues to

improve teachingimprove teaching

and learning.and learning.

Uses feedback andUses feedback and

data to set clear,data to set clear,

rigorous, andrigorous, and

measurable goalsmeasurable goals

basedbased

on feedback fromon feedback from

supervisors,supervisors,

colleagues, andcolleagues, and

students.students.

Advocates for andAdvocates for and

contributes tocontributes to

school, district,school, district,

and communityand community

improvementimprovement

initiatives.initiatives.

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments



Apprentice Teacher

Strengths

Areas of growth: What are your areas of growth?

Apprentice Teacher

Areas of Growth

Interventions to next level of development:

What do you need to
develop your skills to the
next level?

Goals: What are 3 goals to improve your instruction and increase student learning and development?

Former Goals and
Progress

Goals

Outcomes: What were the outcomes of you trying to accomplish these goals?

Outcome

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments

Evidence/Comments



Overall Performance
Rating

UnsatisfactoryUnsatisfactory

1 or more1 or more

unsatisfactory*unsatisfactory*

[*1[*1

unsatisfactoryunsatisfactory

competencycompetency

may result inmay result in

probation]probation]

DevelopingDeveloping

3-7 developing;3-7 developing;

0-4 proficient or0-4 proficient or

advancedadvanced

ProficientProficient

5-7 proficient or5-7 proficient or

advanced;advanced;

0-2 developing0-2 developing

AdvancedAdvanced

5-7 advanced;5-7 advanced;

0-2 proficient;0-2 proficient;

0 developing0 developing

Evidence/Comments


